We identified areas of the brain that are critical for naming pictures of objects, using a new methodology for testing which components of a network of brain regions are essential for that task. We identified areas of hypoperfusion and structural damage with magnetic resonance perfusion-and diffusion-weighted imaging immediately after stroke in 87 individuals with impaired picture naming. These individuals were reimaged after 3-5 d, after a subset of patients underwent intervention to restore normal blood flow, to determine areas of the brain that had reperfused. We identified brain regions in which reperfusion was associated with improvement in picture naming. Restored blood flow to left posterior middle temporal/fusiform gyrus, Broca's area, and/or Wernicke's area accounted for most acute improvement after stroke. Results show that identifying areas of reperfusion that are associated with acute improvement of a function can reveal the brain regions essential for that function.
Introduction
For hundreds of years, investigators have sought to identify areas of the brain that are responsible for a particular cognitive task, such as calculation or picture naming, with limited success. Early studies attempted to identify a single brain region in which damage caused disruption of a task. However, lesions in different brain regions were often found in individuals with the same impairment of higher cognitive function. One explanation of this finding is that any cognitive task demands a number of mental processes that might be performed in different brain regions. For example, naming a pictured object requires at least visual mechanisms that enable recognition of the object, semantic processes or representations that enable distinguishing the object from similar objects with different names, phonological processes that enable access to the learned pronunciation of the name, and motor processes that enable articulation of the name. These component processes plausibly take place in separate brain regions. Functional neuroimaging studies [positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)] have recently confirmed that any cognitive task such as picture naming results in activation of a complex network of interacting brain areas (Price et al., 2005) . However, some areas of activation may not be essential to the task. Thus, it is commonly held that lesion studies and functional imaging studies should be complementary (Chatterjee, 2005; Fellows et al., 2005; Muller and Knight, 2006) . That is, functional imaging can reveal all brain regions engaged in a task, and lesions to each area can determine whether or not each area is essential to the task. However, this approach requires identifying the entire area of neural dysfunction that might be contributing to the functional deficit.
Magnetic resonance perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), which together reveal areas of dysfunctional tissue (areas of low blood flow as well as structural damage) in acute stroke, combined with cognitive assessment the same day, can reveal areas of brain that are essential for a complex task such as picture naming (Croquelois et al., 2003; Hillis et al., 2005a; Karnath et al., 2005) . However, even stronger evidence that an area of the brain is essential for a particular task is obtained when dysfunction of that area is associated with impaired performance of the task, and restored tissue function in that area is associated with recovery of the performance. This sort of evidence is obtainable in the setting of acute ischemic stroke, when blood flow can be restored to an area that was receiving insufficient blood flow to function, as demonstrated previously only in single case studies (Hillis et al., 2001a (Hillis et al., , 2003a . Here we identify the areas of brain in which reperfusion (restored blood flow) contributed to improvement in picture naming in a large group of patients, revealing areas that are essential for the task.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. The population consisted of a consecutive series of patients with acute left-hemisphere ischemic stroke who were admitted to Johns Hopkins Hospital and met the following inclusion criteria: (1) right handed; (2) premorbidly proficient in English; (3) able to provide informed consent for the study or indicate a family member who provided informed consent; (4) no contraindication to MRI (e.g., implanted ferrous metal); and (5) no previous diagnosis of dementia or other neurological disease, significant hearing loss, or blindness. All patients with language compre-hension deficits assented to the study to the best of their understanding, and a family member provided informed consent using procedures and forms approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board. A total of 217 patients met these criteria and consented to research participation. The current study was restricted to a subset of 87 patients who had impaired naming (as defined by accuracy in naming a set of pictures Ͼ2 SDs that of non-brain-damaged age-matched control subjects) and who completed language tests and imaging with both DWI and PWI at day 1 and days 3-5. The majority of patients who consented to research were excluded from this analysis because they did not complete the follow-up language testing or the imaging at days 3-5; others were excluded because they made no errors in picture naming at day 1 (and therefore could not show improvement) or because of technically inadequate scans.
Language tests. Within 24 h of onset of stroke symptoms (day 1) and at days 3-5, patients were administered tests of oral naming of 17 pictured objects and 17 objects presented for tactile exploration; written naming of 17 pictured objects; repetition and spelling of 34 words; oral reading of 34 words; visual and auditory lexical decision; and spoken and written word comprehension. Each word comprehension task required word/ picture verification, each with 17 items presented three times (once with a semantically related foil, once with a phonologically related foil, and once with the target). A correct response required rejection of both foils and acceptance of the target. Items across tests were matched for word frequency and length. On days 3-5, patients had repeat testing with separate forms of each test, with items matched for frequency, word length (in letters and syllables), and grammatical word class.
Treatment to restore blood flow. A subset of 24 patients had some medical or surgical intervention to restore or improve cerebral blood flow in ischemic areas. Interventions included the following: (1) temporary blood pressure elevation with fluids or pressor medications, which results in a linear increase in regional cerebral blood flow to poorly perfused but noninfarcted areas (Skyhøj Olsen et al., 1983; Rordorf et al., 2001; Hillis et al., 2003b) in 18 patients; (2) urgent carotid endarterectomy in one patient; (3) intra-arterial thrombolysis in one patient; (4) carotid stents placed in two patients; and (5) immunosuppressive treatment for vasculitis in two patients. Many of the untreated patients showed some spontaneous reperfusion on the follow-up scans.
Imaging and image analysis. DWI trace images [b max ϭ 1000 s/mm 2 ; repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE), 10,000/120 ms] and PWI (TR/TE, 2000/60 ms) scans were obtained on a GE Signa 1.5 tesla echo planar imaging-capable scanner (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK), with whole-brain coverage and 5 mm slice thickness; flip angle was 90°, and field of view was 240 mm. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps were generated from the b ϭ 1000 and b ϭ 0 images to confirm the acuity of the DWI lesion. PWI images were obtained with injections of 20 cc gadolinium diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid at a rate of 5 cc/s and postprocessed to yield maps of time-to-peak (TTP) bolus concentration. Regions of hypoperfusion were defined as Ͼ4 s delay in time-to-peak delay in arrival of contrast relative to the delay in the homologous region of in the intact hemisphere. Although this threshold of hypoperfusion does not necessarily correspond to tissue that is at risk for progressing to infarction in the absence of restored blood flow (Thijs et al., 2001) , it is a threshold that corresponds to dysfunction as indicated by a strong association with impaired performance (Neumann-Haefelin et al., 1999; Hillis et al., 2001b) and positron emission tomography (Sobesky et al., 2004) . Regions of hypoperfusion on TTP maps were transferred to a Brodmann's atlas and to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) atlas using MRICro (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro.html) by technicians without knowledge of the patients' performance on language tasks. DWI abnormalities were also manually transferred to the Brodmann's atlas and to the MNI atlas in the same way. Abnormal areas on DWI were defined as areas that were bright on DWI and dark on ADC maps. The entire region of hypoperfusion plus the area of infarct (usually overlapping areas) was considered the area of tissue dysfunction on each scan. Reperfusion of a given Brodmann's area (BA) (an area of the brain with distinct cytoarchitecture) was defined as hypoperfusion of that region at day 1 and normal perfusion (Ͻ4 s delay in TTP and at least 2 s improvement in TTP compared with day 1) and the absence of DWI abnormality in that area at follow-up (days 3-5). The following BAs were examined for reperfusion : 19, 20, 21, 22, 37, 38, 39, 40 , and 44/45, because these are areas that show activation in functional imaging studies of object naming (Howard et al., 1992; Price et al., 2006) Statistical analysis. Areas of reperfusion that contributed to improvement in oral naming of pictures from day 1 to days 3-5 were identified using stepwise linear regression. To confirm the findings, we also evaluated the association between reperfusion in each of the regions and improvement in naming by at least 10 percentage points, using 2 tests for each individual area. An ␣ level of Ͻ0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was used to identify significant associations. To determine whether the identified regions of reperfusion contributed specifically to improvement of oral naming, versus improvement of all language tasks, we identified areas of reperfusion that contributed to improvement in spoken word comprehension (tested with word/picture verification) as well.
In addition, using MRICro, we identified areas of reperfusion in all patients who showed improvement in naming by at least 10 percentage points by subtracting the combined areas of dysfunctional tissue on the initial scans of these patients (transferred to the MNI atlas) from the combined areas of dysfunctional tissue on the follow-up scans done at days 3-5. This subtraction reveals the overlap of the brain regions that were initially hypoperfused but were no longer hypoperfused at days 3-5.
Results
Among the 87 patients who met our selection criteria, the mean Ϯ SD accuracy in picture naming on day 1 was 45.9 Ϯ 39% (compared with 99.2 Ϯ 2.1% for 50 healthy controls; age, 64.7 Ϯ 10.7 years) and on days 3-5 was 59.4 Ϯ 40.1%. On day 1, patients scored from 0 to 94.1% correct; 22% made only one error. On days 3-5, patients scored from 0 to 100% correct; 39.1% of patients made only one or no errors (17.2% made no errors). A total of 42.5% improved by at least 10 percentage points.
The degree of improvement in oral naming of pictures was best predicted by the following model derived from the stepwise linear regression, where IN stands for improvement in naming accuracy and RP stands for "reperfusion of" as defined above: IN ϭ RP BA 37 ϫ 0.71 ϩ RP BA 44/45 ϫ 0.25 ϩ RP BA 22 ϫ 0.20 ϩ 0.13 (r ϭ 0.81; p Ͻ 0.0001).
The coefficients indicate the "weight" of the contribution to predicting improvement in naming. Areas in which reperfusion was not associated with the degree of improvement independently of the identified areas are not included in the model. This model indicates that reperfusion of left BA 37 (posterior middle and inferior temporal/fusiform gyrus) was the strongest predictor of acute improvement in picture naming after stroke ( p Ͻ 0.0001). Reperfusion of left BA 44/45 (Broca's area; p ϭ 0.027) and reperfusion of left BA 22 (Wernicke's area; p ϭ 0.047) also independently contributed to the prediction of early improvement in naming after adjustment for each other and for left BA 37 reperfusion. Although improvement in some patients may have occurred with reperfusion of two or more of these areas, stepwise regression demonstrated that there was at least some independent contribution from each of these three areas in a multivariate model.
Furthermore, all 27 (100%) patients who showed reperfusion of left BA 37 showed improved oral picture naming by at least 10 percentage points (see Fig. 1 for an illustrative case). Only 10 of 60 (17%) patients who failed to reperfuse BA 37 showed that degree of improvement in picture naming ( 2 1 ϭ 53; p Ͻ 0.0001). These patients showed reperfusion of BA 22 or BA 44/45 (or both). The fact that 50 patients failed to show improvement by at least 10 percentage points indicates that improvement by this degree (which was strongly associated with reperfusion of BA 37) is un-likely to be caused by a practice effect or rapid reorganization of structure-function relationships.
Reperfusion of left BA 37 was not associated with improvement in all language tasks. The degree of improvement in spoken word comprehension (assessed with spoken word/picture verification) was best predicted by the following model derived from the stepwise linear regression analysis: Improvement in Spoken Comprehension ϭ RP BA 22 ϫ 0.81 ϩ 0 (r ϭ 0.60; p Ͻ 0.0001). That is, only reperfusion of BA 22 (Wernicke's area) was significantly associated with improvement in spoken word comprehension.
To illustrate the most common regions or voxels of reperfusion in patients who improved in naming by at least 10 percentage points, we subtracted the sum of the regions of dysfunctional tissue at day 1 from the sum of the regions of dysfunctional tissue at days 3-5 in these patients (Fig. 2) . This illustration is consistent with the results of the statistical tests above, showing that the majority of patients who improved in naming showed reperfusion of a portion of left BA 37 (and that small areas of BA 22 and BA 44/45 were also commonly reperfused in this group). The subtraction cannot show which voxels were reperfused independently versus together.
Discussion
These data show that reperfusion of each of three cortical regions (left BA 37, BA 44/45, and BA 22) was at least somewhat independently associated with improvement in oral naming in the first few days after stroke. These results provide novel evidence for the hypothesis that a network of perisylvian and extrasylvian areas of the left hemisphere together support naming. The results also explain why patients with quite different loci of damage often have deficits in naming (Goodglass and Wingfield, 1997) . Damage to any of these critical areas should interfere with oral naming.
Converging evidence from previous lesion studies and functional imaging studies indicate that these three areas have different functions in naming. Chronic lesion studies have long pointed to an essential role of left BA 22 (Wernicke's area) in linking spoken words to their meanings, which is an important component of naming (Hart and Gordon, 1990) . Likewise, direct cortical stimulation of Wernicke's area interferes with word meaning (Lesser et al., 1986) and naming (Ojemann, 1994) . Furthermore, previous studies of acute stroke patients have demonstrated that the severity of hypoperfusion of Wernicke's area was linearly related to the severity of word comprehension deficits (Hillis et al., 2001b) . Functional imaging studies (PET and fMRI) also provide evidence for the involvement of Wernicke's area in accessing the meanings of words in both naming and word comprehension (Wise et al., 2001; Leff et al., 2002; Saur et al., 2006) .
Left BA 44/45 (Broca's area) has long been thought to be critical for motor programming/planning of speech articulation, which is another important component of oral naming. Studies of patients with chronic lesions (Broca, 1865; Mohr, 1978; Schiff et al., 1983; Alexander et al., 1990 ) and acute dysfunction (Hillis et al., 2004) show that tissue dysfunction in Broca's area is associated with impaired orchestration of speech articulation. PET and fMRI studies have also demonstrated activation of left BA 44/45 during speech articulation in both naming and oral reading (Price et al., 2005) or in propositional and nonpropositional speech (Blank et al., 2002) . In light of these results, it is not surprising that reperfusion (restored function) of left BA 22 and/or BA 44/45 was associated with improved spoken naming.
The role of left BA 37 in naming has been more controversial. A few studies of acute or subacute stroke have indicated that lesions or hypoperfusion of left BA 37 is associated with impaired naming without comprehension deficits (Raymer et al., 1997; Foundas et al., 1998) , but these studies have not evaluated the possibility that other regions are also essential for naming. Functional imaging studies often show activation of left BA 37 in modality-independent lexical processing (Price et al., 2003; Tranel et al., 2005) , indicating that this area may be recruited in a variety of lexical tasks, including naming. Cases in which oral naming of objects presented for tactile exploration and oral reading, as well as oral naming, were impaired when this region was poorly perfused provide additional support for this hypothesis (Hillis et al., 2005a) . The present results provide new evidence that left BA 37 is critical for naming, by showing that reperfusion of left BA 37, resulting in recovery of tissue function, was associated with improvement in oral naming in a large group of acute stroke patients.
Moreover, our results illustrate a novel methodology for testing hypotheses generated from functional imaging studies about the networks of brain regions essential for a complex cognitive task. Although many authors have argued that lesion studies complement functional imaging studies by demonstrating areas of the brain that are necessary for (and not simply engaged in) a task, a number of limitations of the lesion-deficit approach to studying brain-behavior relationships have been identified. Typically, investigators have identified individuals who developed impairment of some task after focal brain damage (usually stroke), and then identified the areas of brain most commonly damaged in those individuals. However, because the cerebral vasculature is similar across individuals, the area most commonly damaged after stroke may simply be the area most vulnerable to ischemia. Particularly when patients are studied months or years after stroke, most infarcts are quite large (because patients with small infarcts generally recover within days or weeks after stroke). Therefore, when only patients with residual deficits are studied, most patients with small lesions are excluded. To identify areas most commonly associated with a deficit that failed to recover, investigators have relied on finding the area of "overlap" in the large lesions. However, this area of overlap tends to be an area, such as the insula, that is commonly infarcted in all large strokes, which are generally caused by occlusion of the internal carotid or middle cerebral artery (Finley et al., 2003; Hillis et al., 2004) . To avoid this limitation, it is necessary to determine the probability that damage to an area will cause the deficit, as well as the probability that the deficit will be associated with the lesion site. However, to determine the frequency with which damage to a given area results in the impairment requires studying patients immediately after stroke, because there is often extensive reorganization of structure-function relationships after stroke (Jenkins and Merzenich, 1987; Jenkins et al., 1990) . That is, intact areas of brain often assume the functions of the damaged area over time.
Studying lesion-deficit relationships acutely after stroke is complicated by the fact that areas of low blood flow surrounding the structural damage may contribute to the observed deficits (Hillis et al., 2002a; Croquelois et al., 2003) . Most studies have identified only the structural damage after stroke and assumed that the permanently damaged area caused the deficit. In this study and previous studies, we have identified areas of dysfunctional tissue with DWI and PWI at the very onset of stroke, and we have identified deficits with cognitive assessment at nearly the same time, to identify areas of brain in which acute tissue dysfunction causes impairment of a particular cognitive function (Hillis et al., 2002b (Hillis et al., , 2005b Karnath et al., 2005) . However, even stronger evidence that specific areas of the brain are essential for naming was obtained in this study when dysfunction of those areas was associated with impaired performance of the task and restored tissue function in those areas was associated with recovery of the performance. Recovery of normal performance was important to demonstrate that the naming deficit was not present before the stroke (e.g., because of a developmental abnormality or aging). Furthermore, recovery of naming did not occur without reperfusion of one or more of these critical areas, demonstrating that improvement in naming was likely caused by improved tissue function and not by reorganization of structurefunction relationships in the brain.
In summary, there are several advantages of this methodology over traditional lesion studies. Identifying areas of hypoperfusion as well as dense ischemia or infarct before and after attempts to restore blood flow can reveal the entire region of dysfunctional brain (including areas that might be distant but functionally connected to the lesioned area) associated with the deficit at each time point. This method also reveals the probability that tissue dysfunction in a particular area is associated with the deficit, as well as the probability that the deficit is associated with tissue dysfunction in that area. Finally, deficits that recover with reperfusion cannot be attributed to premorbid deficits, and deficits that recover only with reperfusion cannot be attributed to reorganization of structure-function relationships. We have demonstrated the usefulness of this methodology in this study by identifying areas of brain in which reperfusion was associated with improvement in picture naming in a large group of patients, to reveal areas of the brain that are essential for naming. Figure 2 . Summary of MR perfusion changes in patients who improved in picture naming. Blue represents areas in which 20% (dark blue) to 100% (light blue) of patients who improved in naming showed hypoperfusion on the first but not the second scan. Purple areas represent areas in which no patients who improved showed a change in perfusion between the first and second scan. Red represents areas in which up to 20% of patients showed hypoperfusion on the second but not the first scan. Green arrows point to part of BA 37, in which 70 -90% of patients who improved in naming showed reperfusion.
